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Summer Hair & Beauty Profile 2008: jane
carter solution home grown hair care

Text by Liza Mulvenna, Edited by
Vivian G. Kelly

HYDRATION AT JUST THE
RIGHT DEGREE

Images of natural ingredients from
the company website,
www.janecartersolution.com

Hair Care in Good Health
With jane carter solution home
grown hair care (branding on the
package is lower case but people
also refer to the company as the
Jane Carter Solution.) what you get
is down-to-earth hair care that
rejuvenates the hair follicle and
scalp, adds shine, and works with
diverse
hair

BPA-FREE PODIUM®ICE WATER
BOOTLE KEEPS IT CHILLED
THE GADGET THAT
CHANGED OUR LIVES, for
the better couldn't have
come at a better time as
the drippy, hot weather
slams us on those long
bike rides.
The ultimate insulated life

saver, the PODIUM ICE® is
constructed with ZeroLoft™ extreme aerogel,
that keeps water nice and
cold for hours-4x longer!
(Or warmer -in cooler
temps).

textures for various styling situations in our lives.
“Use them in good health,” is the company mantra of founder Jane Carter,
who has over 20 years experience in the hair care and salon industry. After
running her own popular salon in New Jersey, being an educational director
at Avlon, and traveling as part of the Clairol National Style Team, Jane
wanted to develop natural hair care products that could work with all of
the hair types and textures she encountered. She wanted this to be a win –
win solution – to build hair health while providing for various styling needs
in a multicultural, eco-conscious modern population.
AU NATURAL INGREDIENTS
The jane carter solution home grown hair care products are all made from
natural ingredients and do not contain petroleum, mineral oil, glycerin,
silicones, or parabens in their formulation. Jane uses essential oils, shea
butters, vitamins, and other botanicals to create a refreshing hair care line
that smells great and does the job of nourishing and taming hair for
multiple styling purposes.
Scalp renew is made with pure essential oils of peppermint, lavender, tea
tree, sweet orange, rosemary, ylangylang, bergomot, and vitamins A,D,& E.
The revitalizing leave in conditioner (Extracts of Aloe Vera, Comfrey,
Watercress, Myrrh, Panthenol, Essential Oils, Anthemis Noblis Flower,
Nettle, Rosemary, etc.) is great for everyday conditioning and UV
protection.
(There 13 or more products in the collection, so please see
www.janecartersolution.com for a full line description.)
WE ARE THE WORLD [OF HAIR]
We also like the underlying multicultural message of the jane carter
solution home grown hair care products, and the fact that men & women of
all ages, of different ethnic backgrounds, and hair types, can use them. The
scent is botanical but light enough to be gender and age neutral. The
products are environmentally friendly and never tested on animals.
*SUMMER STYLE EXPERIMENTS!
Summer fun is here and our hair more than ever needs that extra care.
Jane Carter Solution products encouraged us to experiment with styling

We stuck it in the freezer
for an hour...filled it up and
was good to go...and
hydrated with a super cool
liquid...thanks to a high
volume water capacity
(21oz)...and interesting,
anti-microbial properties
too.
MAJOR PLUS: The selfsealing (a lock switch you
turn) Jet-Valve™---that we
kept in an open position for
easy grabbing during the
ride. With high volume
flow---this water hauler is a
natural for racers.
AVAILABLE in three colors
too. $20
www.camelbak.com

options in a fun and earth friendly way. Over the past few weeks, the scalp
renew and revitalizing leave in conditioner have been maintenance items,
using them as directed to revitalize my scalp and condition my hair. The
scalp renew definitely tingled and moisturized the roots of my hair and is
good for 2x a week application.

With more social occasions to attend for work and pleasure, there are even
more opportunities and incentives to style my hair. Below are just a few of
the summer hairstyles we explored using a few of the products in this line:

IN OUR INBOX...A
FLASHBACK TO THE GOOD
TIMES?

Southampton Inn

the ultimate
guys getaway

hosts
BEEHIVE
We no longer have to inhale a can of ozone-depleting aerosol to get that
iconic beehive. Now, you have options - instead try wrap & roll – and let it
set. Then hold further using natural hold spray gel. Match with a cute
geometric tunic dress - & presto - we’re ready for any summer party.
BRAIDS
We wanted to be adventurous yet demure for a summer evening tete-atete. Braids add a sense of romanticism to almost any occasion. But
keeping them tidy can be tricky, so instead of the usual goo try condition &
sculpt. Then pair with a sexy and soft cotton print dress and the rest is
history.
BOB
Tame and straighten those locks for the professional world Monday through
Friday. Even if the air outside is humid and temperatures are soaring, the
client presentation needs to run on a cool summer breeze. Going between
climates (cold office – hot streets, etc.) can make hair rebel and poof or
frizz. Instead of heavy waxes and sticky gels to create a polished
professional look, use natural hold locking spray and a flatiron to get the
look that lasts all day long.
BEDHEAD
Bedhead hairdos are reserved for weekend days when we get to hang
around the house and sip iced beverages with revitalizing leave in
conditioner in our air dried hair. These bedhead messy locks will love the
sunscreen and conditioning of this lightweight formula. Then put in a bit of
the natural hold locking spray. Brush be dammed!!

Steer, Scotch, Sticks & Stogies

We got transported back to
our Wall Street days,
without the yellow
suspenders, mercifully,
with the two day jaunt for
guys ---at the storied
Southampton Inn, coined
Steer, Scotch, Sticks & Stogies.
Cocktails, hand-rolled
cigars, wine and scotch,
serious eats and golf
games...are planned for
this luxurious and FUN
adult version of the
ultimate summer camp.
Steer, Scotch, Sticks & Stogies
package is priced at $499;
including all taxes and
services charges. Hungry
guests interested in solely
the food, wine and scotch
pairing dinner for $155 plus
tax and service.
www.southamptoninn.com

DIVINE CHOCOLATE-WHAT WE
ARE DEVOURING

All in all, we encountered guilt-free styling all the way, knowing that we
were giving our hair “vitamins” and getting away with using hairdryers and
irons with less potential damage. And, the products worked to hold and
condition the designed style. How nice is that?
WHERE TO BUY

The ones mentioned and more jane carter solution home grown hair care
products can be found on the company website:
www.janecartersolution.com .
They are also at many retails locations nationally such as Whole Foods,
The Vitamin Shoppe, Pure Beauty, Urbanbella, and others.

White chocolate with the
tart addition of crisp
strawberries is the latest

Check with your local salon or health food store.
Prices are very reasonable with 8 oz. shampoos starting at $8, 8 oz.
conditioner at $14, and most styling products are $9 with a couple of scalp
and deep treatments that run $14-22. One can also buy Regimens that are
packaged for select hair types and conditions.
Overall, jane carter solution home grown hair care is a very high quality
natural product line that is reasonably priced and values balanced hair and
scalp health for everyone.
Posted by Edited by Vivian Kelly at 9:10 AM
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addition to this 'HEAVENLY
CHOCOLATE WITH A
HEART' assortment of
ravenously yummy treats--from a company that's the
only Fairtrade chocolate
entity that is also coowned by cocoa farmers.
Kuapa Kokoo, a cooperative of 45,000 cocoa
farmers in Ghana. ADDED
PLUS: They benefit not only
from the Fair Trade
premium on the sale of
their beans, but also
receive a share of Divine’s
distributable profits---
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A third season's
cliffhanger...
WORLD CUP GROUP D
GERMANY'S PLAYERS...AND
BAND CULCHA CANDELA
Miroslav Klose, Sami Khedira,
Marko Marin, Arne Friedrich,
Andreas Beck and Tobias
Weis plus the Band Culcha
Candela at the NIKEiD
Studio....
Exclusively available in
Berlin...
To benefit RED---charity to
help eliminate AIDS in
AFRICA.
http://www.joinred.com
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